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Peer review is at the 
heart of research



Speeding up science

Challenges finding reviewers

ɱ

Falling reviewer uptake rates

ɱ

Slow turnaround times

Retractions

ɱ

Predatory publishing

ɱ

Fraudulent review risks

But it’s under fire



Speeding up science

● “I need help finding, screening, contacting, and motivating reviewers”

● “I need to provide a better reviewer experience”

Meaning we face some critical problems



Our mission is
to speed up research
by harnessing the power
of peer review



Recognition for Reviewers



Publons gives researchers cross-publisher recognition for peer review



Turning peer review into a rewarding activity



Speeding up science

Two simple ways to add reviews

Publons record

Reviews added by 
Publons users

Publisher 
integrations



Two clicks to a downloadable record of your verified contributions



Matthias Lein

● Senior Lecturer - School of Chemical and Physical Sciences, 
Victoria University of Wellington

● Editorial Board Member, Journal of Chemistry

“My Head of Department gave me specific feedback on two aspects of my 
[promotion] application. One was my teaching, the other was my Publons profile.  
It really stood out that someone could verify what I had done in terms of peer 
review.  Needless to say that my Head of Department is a physicist, so he likes 
evidence!”



Speeding up science

140k+
reviewers

750k+
reviews

10k+
journals

12,000+ reviews last week



4 of top 5 publishers
1,250+ integrated journals



Recognition for Publishers

● The researcher is now the customer
○ Want a good reviewer experience

● Fast, robust, expert review is critical
○ Want motivated reviewers



Speeding up science

Publons enhances and extends the reviewer experience 

With Publons, reviewing becomes a service by 
the publisher for the reviewer.

Out of the box, the Publons integration:

● Improves existing reviewer touch points

● Extends engagement to the point of 
publication and beyond

● Highly motivating in-demand service for 
reviewers

● Provides fully publisher-branded 
messaging at multiple points of contact



Publons seamlessly integrates into the existing reviewer workflow

Reviewer 
invited

Decision
by editor

Publication
(PPREE)

Reviewer 
submits

Invitation 
accepted

Review 
complete
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Speeding up science

Simple to monitor and control through partner dashboard

● Available to all editors and journal 
managers at partner journals

● Track reviewer uptake

● Insights from review

● Manage review policies



Speeding up science

Building on the ScholarOne API



Speeding up science

How it works:

● ScholarOne sends a webhook notification 
to Publons after each review is completed

● Publons polls the ScholarOne service to 
gather information about the review

● If the reviewer has opted in, Publons 
contacts them and offers them 
publisher-branded and verified recognition

Building on the ScholarOne API

Key benefits:

● ScholarOne customer solutions team 
understands and manages a lot of the 
integration process

● Super reliable -- integrations are up and 
running from day one

● Completely secure



Speeding up science

How it works:

● ScholarOne sends a webhook notification 
to Publons after each review is completed

● Publons polls the ScholarOne service to 
gather information about the review

● If the reviewer has opted in, Publons 
contacts them and offers them 
publisher-branded and verified recognition

Building on the ScholarOne API

Key benefits:

● ScholarOne customer solutions team 
understands and manages a lot of the 
integration process

● Super reliable -- integrations are up and 
running from day one

● Completely secure

100+ journals 
deployed in <1 week



Reviewer recruitment

Fast, robust, expert review is critical

● But it’s hard to find reviewers

● Difficult to motivate them

● Worried about reviewer fraud and fake contact 
details



Speeding up science

Editors are struggling to get high quality review done quickly

We think there are four different problems going 
on here:

● Finding reviewers

● Screening them to ensure they’re qualified

● Contacting them safely and efficiently

● Motivating them to review



Speeding up science

Editors are struggling to get high quality review done quickly

But actually it’s all about getting review done.

Getting review done:

● Find
● Screen
● Contact
● Motivate



Speeding up science

An integrated solution to get review done

Getting review done:

● Find
● Screen
● Contact
● Motivate



Publons Academy

Expanding the pool of available reviewers



The disconnect
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The solution
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Introducing
Publons Academy

publons.com/academy/



A course designed by expert reviewers and editors



A course designed by expert reviewers and editors

A graduate of the Publons Academy will:

● Understand how the peer review process works
● Have reviewed papers in their field
● Be endorsed by their supervisor



From beginner



To expert reviewer



Speeding up science

● Course designed by editors, nobel prize 
winners, and peer review experts

● More than 1,000 enrollments already

● Graduates appearing on the partner 
dashboard

The Publons Academy launched on Tuesday



Interested reviewers

Expanding the pool of available reviewers



There are many interested reviewers out there



There are many interested reviewers out there



Speeding up science

This is all about bringing trust and transparency to review

Look out for the Publons Sentinels of Science awards



Publons
The home of peer review

Look out for:
● Laura and 
● Andrew 

Or get in touch:
partners@publons.com


